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of the targeting molecules. In some systems, precise
patterns emerge through competition between syn-
apses mediated by coordinated spontaneous neuronal
electrical activity (Zhang et al., 1998). In other systems,
combinations of guidance cues contribute to target
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specificity, as in the elaboration of specific motor neuron
connections in the Drosophila embryo (Winberg et al.,
1998). In this paper we define the cellular mechanismsSummary
regulating connections between single identified cells
in the insect visual system as a first step to dissectingIn the Drosophila compound eye, photoreceptors (R
cells) that respond to light from the same point in the molecular mechanisms involved.
The pattern of connections between photoreceptorspace are distributed across the retina and connect
to the same target neurons. This complex connectivity neurons (R cells) in the Drosophila eye and their targets
in the optic ganglia has been described in detail. Thepattern reconstructs visual space in the first optic gan-
glion, the lamina. We have used mutations that delete retina comprises z800 unit eyes, ommatidia, each con-
taining 8 R cells, divided into three classes based onspecific R cell subtypes or alter their retinal organiza-
tion to define the cellular mechanisms that generate spectral sensitivity and target layer specificity. R1–R6
neurons respond to visible light and project to a singlethis pattern. R cell axons are programmed to search
for targets within a local region in the lamina but their brain layer, the lamina. R7 and R8 neurons respond
to ultraviolet and blue light, respectively, and projectselection of appropriate postsynaptic targets requires
specific interactions among R cell growth cones. The through the lamina to a distinct brain layer, the medulla.
Within each layer, R cells select specific targets.orientation of the projections is controlled both by the
spatial arrangement of R cells in the retina and by The pattern of connections between R1–R6 neurons
and their targets in the lamina is one of the most extraor-cues in the target.
dinary examples of connection specificity known. An
interwoven set of connections precisely maps R cellsIntroduction
in different ommatidia that “see” the same point in space
onto the same group of postsynaptic cells, the laminaNeurons elaborate extraordinarily precise patterns of
synaptic connections in both vertebrate and inverte- cartridge. R1–R6 cells that see the same point in space
are distributed over six neighboring ommatidia as a con-brate central nervous systems. These patterns are ap-
parent at different levels of resolution. At one level, sets sequence of the curvature of the eye and the angular
placement of their light-sensing organelles (Figures 1Aof connections between distinct brain regions are fre-
quently organized into maps that reflect the information and 1B). Conversely, each of the R1–R6 axons from a
single ommatidium sees a different point in space andprocessing functions of the neurons involved. For exam-
ple, vertebrate retinal ganglion cell axons form a retino- connects to a different set of lamina target neurons
arranged in an invariant pattern (Vigier, 1909; Trujillo-topic map in the colliculus that preserves neighbor rela-
tionships between ganglion cells (reviewed in O’Leary Ceno´z, 1965; Braitenburg, 1967; Kirschfeld, 1967; Mein-
ertzhagen and Hanson, 1993) (Figures 1C–1F). Each car-et al., 1999). At a smaller scale, individual neurons exhibit
cell-type specificity, making stereotyped patterns of tridge is innervated by a complete set of R1–R6 neurons
from six different ommatidia (i.e., an R1 from one omma-synaptic contacts with only a subset of neurons within
the target field. Such precision has been described in tidium, an R2 from another, and so on). By superimpos-
ing multiple inputs from the same point in visual spacethe vertebrate retina for many neuron subtypes and is
a hallmark of the central nervous system in C. elegans upon a single synaptic unit, the signal-to-noise ratio of
the response to a signal in the visual field is enhanced(reviewed in Masland and Raviola, 2000; White et al.,
1986). (Laughlin et al., 1987). This phenomenon is called neural
Considerable progress has been made in identifying superposition.
molecular mechanisms regulating connection specific- The R1–R6 projection pattern develops in two tempo-
ity (Tessier-Lavigne and Goodman, 1996). While large- rally distinct stages. During the third larval stage, R cells
scale patterns of connections have been studied exten- extend axons into the brain, where they terminate be-
sively at the molecular level, mechanisms that underlie tween two layers of glia, forming the lamina plexus
synaptic specificity at the level of single identified cells (Perez and Steller, 1996). These glia act as intermediate
are poorly understood. Indeed, relatively few patterns targets for R1–R6 neurons (Poeck et al., in preparation).
of connections, particularly in vertebrates, have been R cell axons induce the differentiation and organization
described at this high level of resolution. Molecular anal- of lamina target neurons and glia (reviewed in Salecker
ysis has been frustrated by the lack of robust genetic et al., 1998). At this stage of development, R cell axons
screens and biochemical assays for the identification from the same ommatidium form a single fascicle. A
column of lamina neurons forms above the lamina
plexus, in tight association with a single R cell axon‡ To whom correspondence should be addressed (e-mail: zipursky@
hhmi.ucla.edu). fascicle. By the sequential addition of ommatidial bun-
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Figure 1. R1–R6 Target Selection in Wild
Type
(A) Schematic side views of three adjacent
ommatidia (blue ellipses). Individual R1–R6
cells within a single ommatidium are dis-
placed away from the central axis of the om-
matidium by a constant angle (denoted X8).
This is equal to the angle of displacement
between the central axes of two adjacent om-
matidia (denoted C1 and C2). This correlation
causes R cells, in this case R6 and R5, in
neighboring ommatidia, to look at the same
point in space (red lines). In this example, R6
is from the left ommatidium; R5 is from the
middle ommatidium.
(B) Each ommatidium contains six outer R
cells, R1–R6, that are responsive to visible
light, and one ultraviolet light–sensitive cell,
R7. The R8 cell body lies below R7 and is not
displayed in these schematics. Six outer R
cells in adjacent ommatidia look at the same
point in space (red circles). Input from each
of these groups of six R cells is superimposed
by connecting each of the six R cells to the
same lamina cartridge (data not shown).
Within a single ommatidium, each R cell sam-
ples a different point in visual space (with
each point in space represented by a different
colored circle) and connects to a different
target (see [C]). Two additional R cells, R7
and R8, have different visual pigments and
project through the lamina to a different gan-
glion, the medulla. Lower panels compare
the relative arrangement of R cells in the adult retina and the midpupal eye. R cell identity and position in subsequent figures was assessed
in pupae.
(C) Schematic diagram of the connectivity pattern of one ommatidium, color coded as in (B). Upper layer, retina; lower layer, lamina. The axon
bundle twists (arrow) such that the position of the terminus is displaced 1808 with respect to the cell bodies (Vigier, 1909; Braitenburg, 1967).
This twist cannot be directly visualized in dye-injected ommatidia (D) but can be inferred from the resulting orientation of the projection
pattern.
(D) Side view of DiI-labeled R cell projections from one ommatidium. Colored arrowheads mark R1–R6 termini in the lamina. Small arrows
denote the axons of R7 and R8. Chevron marks two labeled axons from a partially filled neighboring ommatidium. Scale bar, 5 mM.
(E and F) R cell projections from one ommatidum, looking from the retina onto the surface of the lamina, along the long axis of the R cell
axon bundle. The extension of the axons across the surface of the lamina is visible in this orientation but their projections into lamina cartridges
are not. Scale bar, 5 mm.
(F) Schematic view of the lamina, looking down onto the surface from the retina. Hatched circles represent lamina cartridges (not visible
in [E]).
dles and their associated columns of lamina neurons, a topographic map that reflects R cell visual response and
reconstructs visual space in the first layer of the opticprecise retinotopic map forms in which fascicles from
neighboring ommatidia terminate adjacent to each ganglion.
R cell projections from a single ommatidium displayother. As lamina neurons differentiate, they send axons
along the surface of R cell axons through the plexus two prominent features (Meinertzhagen and Hanson,
1993). First, each R cell axon terminates in an invariantand fasciculate with R7 and R8 as they project into the
medulla. Although lamina neurons are in close associa- position relative to the other axons from the same om-
matidial fascicle (Figures 1E and 1F). Second, the projec-tion with R cell axons at this early stage, no synaptic
contacts are formed. tion is oriented with respect to the dorsoventral midline
of the eye (i.e., the equator), with the R3 axon extendingIn the second phase of development, z30 hr after
reaching the lamina plexus, R cell axons defasciculate toward the equator (Figures 1E and 1F); as a result, the
projection patterns on opposite sides of the dorsoven-from each ommatidial bundle and project across the
surface of the lamina to their synaptic partners, making tral midline of the eye are mirror images. Using mutations
that eliminate specific subsets of R cells or alter omma-the pattern of connections characteristic of neural su-
perposition. Growth of R cell axons toward their targets tidial polarity, we test whether R cell synaptic specificity
requires interactions among neighboring afferent axonsoccurs approximately simultaneously in all ommatidial
bundles and is presaged by an invariant sequence of or reflects independent navigation of each axon to its
target. We demonstrate that interactions between spe-contacts between R cell growth cones (Meinertzhagen
and Hanson, 1993). This reorganization of terminals con- cific R cells are required for target selection and propose
that the precise composition of R cell axons within averts a strictly anatomical retinotopic map that reflects
neighbor relationships between ommatidia into a new fascicle plays a critical role in target specificity.
Target Selection in the Drosophila Visual System
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Figure 2. Development of R1–R6 Cell Projec-
tion Specificity in the Lamina
(A–D) Profiles of adjacent R cell termini at
various times during pupal development.
(A) Side view of R cell termini from multiple
ommatidia. The projections of R7 and R8, ex-
tending through the lamina into the medulla
are not visible in this plane.
(C–D) Top views of two adjacent ommatidia.
Hours denote time after puparium formation;
eclosion to adult occurs at 100 hr. Individual
growth cones at the periphery of the projec-
tion are color coded as in Figure 1C. Magnifi-
cation as in Figure 1C.
(E–G) Structure of the lamina target. (E) is a
schematic side view. Each R cell axon fasci-
cle from a single ommatidium (red) is associ-
ated with a column of five lamina nuclei of
two distinct types (indicated as purple and
blue spheres). Each column is surrounded by
glial cytoplasmic processes (indicated in
green). The lamina plexus lies immediately
below each column of nuclei and is shown
at 24% pupal development, just before the
complex interweaving of axons between car-
tridges takes place within the layer. The
marked plane of section is displayed in (F).
(F) The lamina target as viewed from the ret-
ina. R cell fascicles (red), glial cytoplasmic
processes (green), and the nuclei of single lamina target neurons in each cartridge (blue) form a regular lattice-like array. Individual axons
projecting away from each fascicle are not visible in this focal plane. Scale bar, 10 mm.
(G) Schematic top view, illustrating the relationship of R cell projections (in red) to the array of lamina columns (blue) and glial cytoplasm
(green), at two different developmental stages.
Results unique experimental system in which synaptic partner
choices made by identified neurons can be directly as-
sessed.R1–R6 Axons from Single Ommatidia Can Be
Visualized by Anterograde Labeling Serial electron microscopic reconstruction studies re-
vealed that, during pupal development, individual R cellNeural superposition was first noted 90 years ago and
the R1–R6 connection pattern in the lamina was first axons leave their original bundle and migrate outward, in
the precise direction of their final targets (Meinertzhagendescribed using serial reconstruction of electron micro-
scopic images in 1965 (Vigier, 1909; Trujillo-Ceno´z, and Hanson, 1993). This process was visualized using
confocal microscopy (Figures 2A–2D). Early in pupal de-1965; Meinertzhagen and Hanson, 1993). This pattern
is cited as a classic example of extreme connection velopment, each ommatidial bundle forms a compact
mass of expanded growth cones in the lamina plexusspecificity (e.g., Koch and Laurent, 1999). However,
mechanistic analysis of this pattern was prevented by (Figure 2A). This spherical mass then flattens, as distinct
filopodial extensions corresponding to individual R cellthe absence of a rapid method for assessing R cell
projections. In particular, the complexity of the pattern axons become visible (Figures 2B–2D). This pattern of
connections forms within a spatially patterned environ-precludes conventional approaches based on visualiz-
ing all R cell axons in the target region, yet the assess- ment containing lamina target neurons and glial cells,
as well as R cell axons (Figures 2E–2G). As extensionment of connection specificity requires visualization of
all R cell axons from one ommatidium. We therefore from the bundle is not preceded by extensive filopodial
exploration, interactions between axons within omma-developed a method to label individual ommatidia with
DiI and visualized the projection pattern using confocal tidial bundles may specify the initial trajectory of each
growth cone (Meinertzhagen and Hanson, 1993).microscopy (Figures 1D and 1E). R1–R6 axons form a
single bundle as they project into the brain. They defas-
ciculate, project across the surface of the lamina, and Interactions among R Cells Regulate
Target Specificitythen turn 908 and extend into the lamina cartridge (Fig-
ures 1D and 1E). R cell axons elaborate a complex en To address whether cell intrinsic mechanisms or interac-
tions between R cell growth cones or both control targetpassant presynaptic structure with lamina interneurons
within the lamina cartridge (Meinertzhagen and Hanson, specificity, we examined R cell projections in mutant
animals lacking specific subsets of R1–R6 cells. R cell1993; see also Figure 6). The axons of R7 and R8 project
through the lamina, into the medulla (Figure 1D). The axons from single ommatidia were labeled with DiI and
visualized by confocal microscopy. In this series of ex-relative positions of lamina targets chosen by each
R1–R6 growth cone are invariant between ommatidia. periments, animals were analyzed in which the eye was
genetically mutant and the lamina neurons and glia inThis labeling method facilitates analysis of R1–R6 pro-
jections in various genetic backgrounds and creates a the target were wild type. Three mutant backgrounds
Neuron
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Table 1. Interactions between R Cells Determine Projection Specificity
Cell Fate Normal R3/R4 R3/R4 R2/R5 R2/R5 R1/R6 R1/R6
Genotype Transformation n Defasciculationa Normalb Abnormalb Normalb Abnormalb Normalb Abnormalb
Wild Type None 20 20 20 0 20 0 20 0
(1) phyllopod R1, R6 to cone 14 14 14 0 10 4 N/A N/A
R1 or R6 to conec 1 1
(2) lozengesprite R3, R4 to R7 20 20 N/A N/A 9 11 9 11
R4 to R7c 4 4
(3) seven-up R1, R3, R4, R6 to R7 17 17 N/A N/A 0 12d N/A N/A
Complexc 6 6
R cell transformations and axon identities were assigned as described for Figure 3. N/A denotes R cells that were absent due to fate
transformation.
a Defasciculation was assessed by whether R cell axons separated from one another and migrated across the lamina surface, away from the
ommatidial bundle.
b Target specificity was assessed for each pair of R cell axons noted. Normal projections were defined according to length, orientation with
respect to the equator, and the relative pattern of targets chosen by the remaining R cell axons from the same bundle.
c In 1/15 phyllopod ommatidia, 4/24 lozengesprite ommatidia, and 6/23 seven-up ommatidia, additional R cell axons were observed in the lamina,
consistent with the R cell fate transformations being incomplete in these cases (Mlodzik et al., 1990; Chang et al., 1995; Dickson et al., 1995;
Daga et al., 1996). In these cases, targeting of the remaining R cell axons was not scored. In the six seven-up mutant ommatidia with more
than two R cell projections in the lamina, the precise transformation observed cannot be determined.
d In five seven-up ommatidia, the orientation of the projections with respect to the equator was not scored.
were examined: (1) phyllopod, in which R1, R6, and R7 tions (see below): a single long projection corresponding
to R3 was observed, and R2, R4, and R5 made projec-are transformed into nonneuronal cone cells; (2) loz-
engesprite, in which R3 and R4 are transformed into R7 tions of appropriate relative lengths (n 5 15 ommatidia;
Figures 3B and 3F; Table 1, line 2) compared to wildcells; and (3) seven-up, in which R1, R3, R4, and R6 are
transformed into R7 cells. type (n 5 20 cases; Figures 3A and 3E; Table 1, line
1). In 1 of these 15 phyllopod mutant ommatidia, anR Cell Axons Do Not Require a Normal R Cell
Complement to Defasciculate additional short R cell projection was also observed,
consistent with an incomplete cell fate transformationThe first step of lamina target innervation is the coordi-
nated defasciculation of R cell axons from bundles com- of either R1 or R6. In phyllopod mutant animals, the
pattern of targets chosen by R3 and R4 were invariablyprising axons from the same ommatidium. To determine
whether interactions between specific subsets of R1–R6 normal (Figures 3B and 3F; Table 1, line 2; 15/15 omma-
tidia), while those chosen by R2 and R5 were usuallyaxons are necessary for this defasciculation, we as-
sessed R cell projections in phyllopod, seven-up, and correct (Figures 3B and 3F; Table 1, line 2; 11/15 cases
scored). In 4/15 animals, R2 and R5 made projectionslozengesprite mutants. In all three of the R cell transforma-
tion mutants examined, R cell axons migrated outward of the appropriate length, but the targets they chose
were misoriented with respect to the equator (data notfrom the bundle. In particular, 4 R cell fibers in the lamina
of 14/15 phyllopod mutant animals (missing R1, R6, and shown). Therefore, R3 and R4 do not require R1, R6,
and R7 to target correctly, while in some cases R2 andR7) and 20/24 lozengesprite mutants (missing R3 and R4)
defasciculated from the bundle and projected to local R5 are affected by their loss. These effects are not
caused by the loss of R7; a sevenless mutation thattargets (Table 1, lines 2 and 3; compare to line 1). Simi-
larly, in 17/23 seven-up mutants (missing R1, R3, R4, and specifically eliminates R7 has no effect on R cell tar-
geting in the lamina (Banerjee et al., 1987) (data notR6), we observed that the two remaining R cell axons
defasciculated from the ommatidial bundle and inner- shown).
R1, R2, R5, and R6 Targeting Requires R3 and R4vated separate cartridges (Table 1, line 4). In some cases
(i.e., see below: phyllopod, 1/15; lozengesprite, 4/20; and We next examined a gain-of-function mutation, loz-
engesprite, which transforms R3 and R4 into R7 cells (Dagaseven-up, 6/23), additional R cell axons also defascicu-
lated, consistent with the reported incomplete expres- et al., 1996). In this mutant, the Lozenge gene product
is ectopically expressed in R3 and R4. In such mutantsivity of cell fate transformations in these mutants (Table
1, lines 2–4). In each case, axons projected to lamina animals, z73% of ommatidia have both R3 and R4 trans-
formed into R7 cells; in most of the remaining ommatidiatargets in the local environment of the fascicle terminus.
We conclude that each R cell subtype is programmed (20% of the total), only R4 is transformed; the remaining
ommatidia are missing one R cell (Daga et al., 1996). Asto initiate a search for targets in a local region of the
lamina target, independent of interactions between the reduction in the number of R cells projecting to
specific cartridges roughly corresponds to the fractionother R cell subtypes. In the following sections, we as-
sess whether interactions between specific R1–R6 cells of R3 and R4 cells transformed into R7, we presume
that transformation was complete in ommatidia whereregulate target specificity.
R3 and R4 Targeting Is Independent four fibers were observed in the lamina. In cases in
which five R cell axons were observed, we inferred thatof R1 and R6
In phyllopod mutants, R1, R6, and R7 are transformed R4 but not R3 was transformed into R7. In 20/24 loz-
engesprite ommatidia injected, we observed four R cellinto nonneuronal cone cells (Chang et al., 1995; Dickson
et al., 1995). The remaining R cells made normal projec- projections in the lamina, with R1, R2, R5, and R6 all
Target Selection in the Drosophila Visual System
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Figure 3. Interactions between R Cells Are
Required for R1–R6 Targeting
(A and E) Wild type, (B and F) phyllopod, (C
and G) lozengespr, (D and H) seven-up.
(A–D) Schematic summaries of each result.
Pairs of R cells are assigned unique colors.
phyllopod causes R1, R6, and R7 to be trans-
formed into nonneuronal cone cells (denoted
c, in yellow). In lozengesprite and seven-up, dif-
ferent subsets of R1–R6 cells are transformed
into R7 cells (black).
(E–H) Arrowheads mark individual R cell ter-
mini as viewed looking from the retina onto
the surface of the lamina. The variations in
axonal morphology, including the number
and extent of filopodia, seen in these panels
reflects small differences in developmental
stage (and not the particular transformation
mutant used). For instance, the sample shown
in (H) is from a slightly older animal. As the
projection of R2 across the lamina surface is shorter than that of the other R cells (including R5), its axon is frequently obscured by the fibers
lying above it (e.g., E and Figures 4B and 4D). Only ommatidia in which all R cells were DiI labeled (as assessed in the retina) were scored.
Axon identities were assigned based on projection length and relative position in wild type, phyllopod, and seven-up. The highly irregular
arrangement of projections seen in lozengespr precludes discrimination between R1, R2, R5, and R6 axons and their orientation. In seven-up
(H), the projections correspond to the R2/R5 pair. As their orientation is altered, it is not possible to assign a unique identity to either axon.
These results demonstrate that defasciculation of R cell axons from the ommatidial bundle does not require a normal R cell complement,
while interactions between R cells are required to select the correct pattern of targets.
making projections of appropriate length, while trans- The defects in R cell projections seen in seven-up
and lozengesprite animals were not due to effects on theformed R3 and R4 cells projected through the lamina
into the medulla (Figures 3C and 3G; Table 1, line 3). In differentiation of neurons in the target region as as-
sessed using multiple markers (data not shown); laminathe remaining 4/24 cases, five projections were seen in
the lamina, one of which was a long projection charac- neuron differentiation was not assessed in phyllopod.
teristic of R3 (Table 1, line 3). In completely transformed The defects seen in lozengesprite and seven-up were also
lozengesprite ommatidia, the relative positions of the tar- not due to extra R7 cells; a gain-of-function mutation in
gets chosen by R1, R2, R5, and R6 were frequently the Raf gene recruits extra R7 cells to each ommatidium
highly aberrant (Figures 3C and 3G; 11/20 cases scored; without affecting the differentiation and targeting of
Table 1, line 3). In the remaining 9/20 fully transformed R1–R6 neurons (Dickson et al., 1992) (data not shown).
lozengesprite animals, the pattern of targets chosen was It is possible, however, that the effects seen in these
not grossly distorted, though minor irregularities were mutants reflect altered composition of axons within the
seen (Table 1, line 3). The effects seen in lozengesprite ommatidial fascicle caused by ectopic R7 axons in ab-
do not result from defects in ommatidial orientation: normal positions within the bundle.
ommatidia are normally oriented in this mutant (data not
shown).
Ommatidial Polarity Determines the OrientationIn seven-up mutants, R1, R3, R4, and R6 are frequently
of R1–R6 Projections along the Dorsoventral Axistransformed into R7, while R2 and R5 are unaffected
Two models could explain the mechanisms that deter-(Mlodzik et al., 1990). Moreover, the transformation of
mine the precise projection of R3 and R4 axons towardindividual seven-up ommatidia is variable and complex
the dorsoventral midline and, by extension, the relative(Mlodzik et al., 1990), making detailed reconstruction of
orientations of the other R cell axons. The growth conesmany ommatidia impossible. However, in the majority
of R3 and R4 may respond to an orienting cue in theof seven-up ommatidia (17/23), two short R cell projec-
lamina that promotes extension toward the dorsoventraltions, characteristic of R2 and R5, were seen in the
midline. Alternatively, the orientation of R cell bodies inlamina, while the transformed R1, R3, R4, and R6 cells
the retina may determine the orientation of R cell growthprojected into the medulla (as R7 cells normally do)
cones in the lamina, independent of any environmental(Figures 3D and 3H; Table 1, line 4). The targets chosen
cues. To assess the role of ommatidial polarity on pro-by the presumptive R2 and R5 were invariably misori-
jection specificity, projections from misoriented omma-ented with respect to the equator (Figures 3D and 3H;
tidia were assessed.12/12 cases scored; Table 1 line 4). In 4/23 ommatidia,
If a lamina cue can promote equatorial extension ofthere were either three or four short R cell projections
the R3 and R4 axons, ommatidia that rotate incorrectlyin the lamina, while the remaining R cells projected into
should project their axons normally, toward the equator.the medulla (Table 1, line 4). In 2/23 cases, a single,
Alternatively, if ommatidial orientation determines therelatively long, R3-like projection was observed in the
direction of axon projection in the lamina, incorrectlylamina, flanked by either two or three short projections
oriented ommatidia should project their R3 and R4 ax-(Table 1, line 4) . In summary, these data establish that
ons away from the equator.R2 and R5 project to a local region within the lamina
In wild-type animals, ommatidia are mirror image re-independent of R1, R3, R4, and R6 but require interac-
tions with these neurons to specify their correct targets. flected about the dorsoventral equator of the eye (Mlod-
Neuron
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Figure 4. Ommatidial Polarity and a Target-Derived Cue Control R Cell Projection Orientation
(A and B) Wild type, (C and D) frizzled, (E and F) nemo.
(A, C, and E) Schematic summaries. “Eq” denotes the position of the equator, the dorsoventral midline in both the retina and the lamina.
(B, D, and F) Representative R cell projection patterns in the lamina; inset panels display the corresponding ommatidia in the retina. White
arrowheads, R3 growth cones; the position of the ommatidial fascicle is marked with an “x”. White arrows denote the relative orientation of
the equator. The vector that bisects R7 and R3, pointing toward R3, defines ommatidial orientation. The vector from the ommatidial fascicle
along the R3 axon defines projection orientation. In wild type, the orientation of the projection was 1808 rotated with respect to the orientation
of the corresponding ommatidium, consistent with the 1808 twist known to occur in the ommatidial axon bundle (Figure 1B). In frizzled,
ommatidia that are correctly oriented (lower image and inset in [D]) project their axons in the correct direction, rotated 1808 toward the equator.
Conversely, ommatidia that are incorrectly oriented (upper image and inset in [D]) project their axons incorrectly, 1808 rotated away from the
equator. Therefore, ommatidial orientation determines the orientation of the projection along the dorsoventral axis of the target. In nemo, the
orientation of the projection is no longer 1808 rotated with respect to the ommatidium, demonstrating that there must be a cue in the target
that can reorient the projection to the correct axis (see text). R cell identities were assigned in the retina by morphological criteria using
serially reconstructed ommatidia. At this stage of development, R7 is an elongated cell lying between R1 and R6 that contacts all other outer
R cells except R3; contact between R2 and R4 prevents R7 from contacting R3. The basal R8 cell lies between R1 and R2. Other R cells also
have characteristic morphologies at this stage.
zik, 1999) (Figures 4A, 4B, and 5A). R cell projections [Figures 4C, 4D, and 5C] in frizzled; 12/14 cases [Figure
5E] in spiny legs). We also observed rare, abnormal pro-are also mirror image symmetric about the equator but
are rotated 1808 with respect to the retina (Figures 4A, jections of single R cell axons in both of these mutant
backgrounds, irrespective of ommatidial orientation (2/4B, and 5A). That is, while the R3 cell body is oriented
toward the pole in each ommatidium, its axon projects 29 spiny legs ommatidia; 3/31 frizzled ommatidia).
Therefore, the orientation of R cell projections along thetoward the equator in the lamina. This rotation is gener-
ated by a twist in the axon fascicle that occurs between dorsoventral axis of the lamina is largely determined by
the orientation of ommatidia in the retina.the retina and the lamina.
To test the effects of large changes in ommatidial Three exceptional cases, in which misoriented omma-
tidia projected axons toward the equator, were ob-orientation, two mutations, spiny legs (in homozygous
animals) and frizzled (in somatic mosaic animals in which served. Thus, a cue in the lamina may reinforce the
ommatidial orientation cue to ensure the correct direc-a mutant eye projects to a wild-type target), were exam-
ined. In these mutants, ommatidia frequently adopt ori- tion of outgrowth along the dorsoventral axis. To test
whether such a cue contributes to directionality of Rentations that are 1808 rotated; that is, the R3 cell body
is frequently oriented toward the equator in the eye cell projections, we examined a mutation that causes a
more moderate defect in ommatidial orientation. In(Zheng et al., 1995; Choi et al., 1996; Gubb et al., 1999;
Tomlinson and Struhl, 2000). nemo mutant animals, ommatidia are misoriented up to
458 (Choi and Benzer, 1994). If ommatidial orientationIn these two mutant backgrounds, the orientation of
projections from ommatidia that were correctly oriented directly determines the directionality of R cell projec-
tions, they would be misoriented 458 with respect to thewas normal (21/21 cases [Figure 5B] in frizzled; 15/15
cases [Figure 5D] in spiny legs). Therefore, neither gene equator; the angle between ommatidial orientation and
the axon projection pattern would remain 1808. However,is required for R cell axons to respond to orienting cues
in the target. However, almost 90% of the ommatidia while ommatidial orientation was disrupted in nemo, R
cell projections were normal with respect to the equatorthat were z1808 misoriented in the eye made projections
that were also 1808 misoriented in the lamina (9/10 cases (n 5 17; Figures 4E, 4F, and 5F). This observation sug-
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Figure 5. Vector Plots of Ommatidial Orientation versus Projection Orientation
(A) Wild type, (B and C) frizzled, (D and E) spiny legs, (F) nemo.
Individual orientation vectors were determined for each ommatidium in the retina (i.e., R3; red arrow) and its corresponding R3 projection in
the lamina (black arrow). The two vectors for each were then compared and plotted with the R3 axon projection orientation set toward either
the equator or the pole, as appropriate. Results for frizzled and spiny legs were separated into two groups based on ommatidial orientation:
(B) frizzled and (D) spiny legs correspond to ommatidia that were correctly oriented in the retina; (C) frizzled and (E) spiny legs correspond to
ommatidia that were flipped 1808. The relative angles between the projection vector and the ommatidial vector in wild-type cluster around
1808, as described in Figure 1C, is consistent with a very precise rotation of the ommatidial bundle. In frizzled and spiny legs, the angle
between the two vectors is almost always clustered around 1808, demonstrating that the orientation of the ommatidium determines whether
the projection is directed toward the equator or the pole. This observation also implies that the 1808 rotation of the axon bundle occurs
regardless of whether the ommatidium is normally oriented or flipped. We also observed three exceptional cases (thin black arrows) in which
ommatidia that were misoriented projected their axons correctly, suggesting that there may be a weak cue in the target that can reorient
projections with respect to the equator. In nemo, the angle between the ommatidial vector and the projection vector is reduced by an amount
consistent with the known effect of nemo on ommatidial orientation. That is, ommatidial orientation is up to 458 displaced and the angle
between the projection vector and the ommatidial vector is correspondingly reduced (Figure 5F). Ommatidial and R cell projection orientation
were determined as described in the legend to Figure 4.
gests that in addition to ommatidial polarity, a cue in cones. R3 and R4 are required for the remaining R cell
axons to choose their normal targets. R1 and R6 arethe lamina can influence R cell projection orientation.
required for R2 and R5 projections but are not required
for the projections of R3 and R4. These interactionsDiscussion
could occur between growth cones from the same or
neighboring ommatidial bundles. The characteristicR cell growth cones make specific choices between
alternate synaptic partners within a small region of the morphological changes of these growth cones revealed
through electron microscopic reconstruction studies aretarget field. This specificity could, in principle, be gener-
ated either by guidance cues in the target or interactions consistent with the notion that precise spatial relation-
ships between specific growth cones within the laminabetween afferents or both. In this paper we provide
evidence that interactions between R cell afferents play plexus are required for these critical interactions to oc-
cur (Meinertzhagen and Hanson, 1993). This sequencea crucial role in target specification. We propose that
the spatial relationships between axons within a fascicle of interactions determines the relative positions of tar-
gets chosen by R cell axons from the same ommatidium.influence synaptic specificity.
R cell transformation mutants could disrupt these in-
teractions in two ways. First, transformation of specificAfferent Growth Cone Interactions Specify
Target Selection R cells could directly disrupt the instructive signals
between R cell growth cones within the plexus that de-We hypothesize that the interactions between R cell
subtypes that are required for target specificity are me- termine growth cone trajectories. Alternatively, these
mutations could affect the interactions indirectly, by dis-diated by direct contacts between specific growth
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Figure 6. Axon Fascicle Composition Is Re-
organized in Lamina Cartridges
In the upper right corner, a single ommatidial
bundle in the dorsal hemisphere of the left
eye is associated with a column of lamina
neurons, designated L1–L5, shown at z50%
pupal development. Immediately below the
cell bodies of the lamina nuclei, R cell axons
branch out across the lamina and select car-
tridges arranged in a characteristic pattern
(lower part of figure). The lamina axons from
the column associated with an R cell bundle
from one ommatidium project through the
cartridge directly below the column. In the
upper left portion of the figure, two cross-
sectional views are presented, from two dif-
ferent levels of a single lamina cartridge (yel-
low arrows). Two different patterns of axon
fasciculation are visible in the two sections;
in the upper view (immediately below the cell
bodies of the lamina neurons), R cell axons
from the same ommatidium and L1–L4 from
the same cartridge form a single fascicle, with
L5 separate. In the lower view, within a lamina
cartridge, R1–R6 axons from six different ad-
jacent ommatidial fascicles surround the ax-
ons of L1 and L2; L3–L5 occupy distinct, char-
acteristic positions in the fascicle. The
equator of the lamina is to the left; anterior is
toward the background. The 1808 twist that
occurs in the axon bundle between the retina
and the lamina is not visible and would be
located immediately distal to the plane of this
schematic.
rupting the spatial relationships between the remaining termine where each R cell differentiates in the retina
also control where each R cell axon lies within the fasci-R cell axons. That is, outgrowth trajectory could be de-
termined passively by the position each growth cone cle and how the fascicle is oriented along the dorsoven-
tral axis.occupies as it leaves the ommatidial fascicle. In this
view, these mutant backgrounds alter the composition Control of projection orientation by ommatidial polar-
ity also requires that the relative positions of R cell axonsof axons within each ommatidial bundle and, hence,
disrupt the precise packing of axons within the fascicle. within a fascicle, as well as the dorsoventral orientation
of the fascicle itself, be “read out” in the lamina. In thisHere, the differential requirements for particular R cell
subtypes would reflect their specific roles in directing view, the relative positions of axons within the fascicle
allows the specific interactions between growth conesthe spatial relationships between growth cones within
the fascicle, rather than interactions between specific that control synaptic specificity to “self-organize” the
pattern of targets. Since axons from both correctly ori-growth cones in the target region.
ented and misoriented ommatidia choose targets ar-
ranged in a normal pattern, these interactions betweenOmmatidial Polarity Determines
growth cones must occur independent of orientationProjection Orientation
along the dorsoventral axis. In this model, fascicle orien-Ommatidial polarity is defined by the relative positions
tation determines whether the pattern of targets chosenof R cells within an ommatidium. Each R cell occupies an
is oriented either dorsally or ventrally but does not deter-invariant position; R1–R6 cells within each ommatidium
mine the relative positions of the targets within the pat-create a pattern that is mirror-image symmetric about
tern. This approach of “encoding” the spatial arrange-the dorsoventral midline of the eye. The observation that
ment of sensory neuron cell bodies within an axonommatidial polarity determines projection orientation
fascicle followed by “reading out” the preserved orienta-requires that the spatial relationships between R cell
tion cues within the target may provide a general mecha-bodies be maintained in ommatidial axon fascicles. In-
nism to generate highly precise patterns of connections.deed, a striking feature of Drosophila visual system con-
nectivity is the perfect conservation of spatial relation-
ships between R cell axons, both within each bundle A Cue in the Target Can Influence R Cell
Projection Orientationand with respect to the dorsoventral axis of the eye
(Figure 6; Meinertzhagen and Hanson, 1993). We hy- Projection specificity in the lamina is not solely con-
trolled by interactions between R cell axons. The obser-pothesize that the developmental mechanisms that de-
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vation that the R cell projections are correctly oriented sis of synaptic specificity. While the DiI method facili-
tates the analysis of R1–R6 specificity on a scalein nemo mutant animals provides evidence that a cue(s)
in the target can reorient R cell axons. Such a cue need sufficient to analyze many mutants, it is too laborious to
accommodate large-scale screening. Hence, a geneticonly orient a subset of R cell axons, likely R3 and R4;
these axons could then organize the remaining R1–R6 screen based on visual behavior driven specifically by
R1–R6 is required to extend these studies to the molecu-projections. This cue could be a weak signal that directs
R3 and R4 axon outgrowth toward the equator. Alterna- lar level. A wealth of visual behaviors have been de-
scribed in Drosophila, one of which, the optomoter re-tively, this cue could simply confine the outgrowth of
R3 and R4 to the dorsoventral axis, without determining sponse, is mediated by these cells (Heisenberg and
Buchner, 1975). Techniques that generate mosaic flieswhether outgrowth is either dorsal or ventral. These tar-
get-derived cues could correct for small variations in in which only R cells are made homozygous for randomly
induced mutations, while the rest of the fly is hetero-ommatidial orientation (and we infer fascicle orientation)
that exist in the pupal eye prior to programmed cell zygous, have recently been described (Stowers and
Schwarz, 1999; Newsome et al., 2000). By combiningdeath in the retina (Wolff and Ready, 1993).
this specific behavioral screen with genetic mosaics,
we are currently screening for genes controlling R1–R6Neuronal Activity and Synaptic Specificity
synaptic specificity.Previous studies suggest that connection specificity can
be generated by activity-dependent refinement of syn-
Experimental Proceduresaptic contacts. Indeed, interactions between synapses
mediated by electrical activity are clearly important for Fly Stocks
several aspects of neuronal connectivity in the verte- The mutations svpe22, lzspr, and phyl15 were used in the R cell transfor-
brate visual system, including the maintenance of ocular mation experiments; fzkd4a, nmo9, and sple1 were used to affect om-
matidial orientation. lzspr, nmo9, and sple1 are all adult viable anddominance columns and formation of eye-specific lay-
were examined as homozygotes. The remaining mutations wereers in the lateral geniculate nucleus (reviewed in Katz,
made homozygous only in the retina using a FLP/FRT system in1999; Katz and Shatz, 1996). In the Drosophila retina-
which FLP recombinase expression is regulated by a fragment of
lamina projection, the role of neuronal activity is unclear. the eyeless promoter and cell lethal mutations are used to reduce
These connections likely develop independent of visual the size of the twin spot (Newsome et al., 2000). Eyes in eyFLP; FRT
input since the projections form when R cells display m1/FRT m2(cell lethal) are typically .95% homozygous for m1,
although due to the particular cell lethal mutation available on chro-little light-evoked response (Meinertzhagen and Han-
mosome arm 3L, clones for fzkd4 were less extensive (70% homo-son, 1993). Moreover, phototransduction-defective mu-
zygous).tants display normal numbers of R cell termini in each
cartridge, suggesting that R cell target selection occurs Histology
normally in these backgrounds (Barth et al., 1997). These To visualize R cell projections from single ommatidia, pupal heads
connections also form prior to the development of mor- were dissected at z40% pupal development and fixed in 4% para-
formaldehyde/0.1 M phosphate buffer (pH 7.4) overnight. Individualphologically distinct synaptic contacts between R cells
crystals of DiI (Molecular Probes) were then inserted into the retinaand lamina neurons (Meinertzhagen and Hanson, 1993).
using a closed glass micropipet and a micromanipulator (SingerTo test the effects of changes in neuronal activity and
Instruments); diffusion of the dye took place overnight at 48C. This
synaptic transmission on R cell targeting, we examined procedure results in labeled patches of variable size. For the experi-
known mutations affecting both sodium and potassium ments described in Figure 3, only ommatidia in which all photorecep-
channel subunits, as well as synaptotagmin (T. R. C. and tor cells were labeled (as assessed by examining the retina) were
scored. In the ommatidial orientation experiments (described in Fig-S. L. Z., unpublished data). None of these backgrounds
ures 4 and 5) only ommatidia in which both the R3 and R7 celldisplayed defects in R cell synaptic specificity. However,
bodies could be identified were scored. Retinae were mounted withthese genetic approaches are confounded by the signifi-
the lamina intact in depression slides, and projections were visual-
cant molecular redundancy present in these protein ized using a Bio-Rad MRC 1024 laser scanning confocal micro-
families within the Drosophila genome (Rubin et al., scope.
2000). We have also disrupted synaptobrevin-mediated In Figure 2F and to assess the differentiation of the target in seven-
up and lozengesprite mutant animals, lamina neurons were markedvesicle release by expressing tetanus toxin specifically
by their expression of the Brain-Specific Homeobox protein, whichin R cells (T. R. C. and S. L. Z., unpublished data). Synap-
is expressed by L4 and L5 at this stage of development (Huang ettobrevin blockade, however, affects expression of cell
al., 1998; and our unpublished data). Lamina neurons were also
adhesion molecules in the Drosophila visual system and marked by their expression of the neuronal marker Elav (Huang et
disrupts axonal morphology (Heisinger et al., 1999). al., 1998). R cell projections were visualized using the monoclonal
Hence, it remains unclear whether disruption reflects a antibody 24B10, which recognizes the R cell–specific marker
Chaoptin (Van Vactor et al., 1988). Glial cells were marked by theirrole for synaptic transmission in R cell target specificity
expression of the enhancer trap line 1.3D2 (Granderath et al., 2000)or is an indirect result of effects on other cellular proc-
using a cytoplasmic form of b-galactosidase under the control of aesses. In summary, while our experiments demonstrate
UAS promoter. Intact pupal eye-brain preparations stained for these
that developmental mechanisms that are likely to be markers were then examined by confocal microscopy.
independent of neuronal activity are sufficient to gener- Ommatidial orientation in lozengesprite and spiny legs was assessed
using an antibody to Bar, a transcription factor expressed in R1 andate the precise pattern of retina-lamina connections, we
R6 (Higashijima et al., 1992).cannot exclude a role for neuronal activity.
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